
Baby Layettes & Health Kits - Karanda Hospital, Zimbabwe, Africa 
 
Karanda Hospital sees an astounding number of patients each year. We are purposely keeping the 
layettes and health kits as inexpensive as possible so that we can make more of them.  
 
Pack Baby Layettes, Children's Personal Health Kits, and Adult Personal Health Kits into Apple Boxes 
(from any grocery store). Label the outside of the box telling what is inside and how many Layettes or 
Health Kits are inside.  
 

Baby Layettes - About $4.00 - $5.00 each 

 Cost 
1 gallon zip bag (any grocery store) .20 

1 blanket (We cut two out of 1 yard of light weight fleece -  $2.88 a yard at Walmart) You can 
also get a package of 4 Parents Choice receiving blankets for $7.50 at Walmart.) 

1.44 

1 Onesie ($1 used at Once Upon a Child - $2 at Walmart - Carters or Gerber's in packs of 5) 1.00 

2 small towels - can be used  for diapers or towels  (bar mop style at Sam's or DSSI) 
We folded one towel triangle style like a diaper and pinned the two safety pins on the front. 

.66 

2 large rust resistant safety pins (Fabric Department at Walmart or other sewing store) .22 

1 bar soap (Dial soap at Sam's or any dollar store or DSSI) .40 

total 3.92 
1 Baby Card (print pdf and fold in half with baby on the front)  

 
Children's Personal Health Kit - About $1.50 each 

 Cost 
1 quart zip bag (any grocery store) .15 

1 towel  (bar mop style at Sam's come in a pack of 60 towels or DSSI) .33 

1 bar soap (Dial soap at Sam's or any dollar store or DSSI) .40 

1 Tooth brush (DSSI) .28 

1 small comb (any Dollar store or DSSI) .10 

1 snack bag with 6-10 gently used crayons (staff members brought used crayons from home) .10 

total 1.36 

1 Coloring Set  (print pdfs - fold like a greeting card with small picture on front, story inside, and 
coloring page when the paper is all the way unfolded.) 

 

 
Adult Personal Health Kit - About $1.50 each 

 Cost 
1 quart zip bag .15 

1 towel  (bar mop style at Sam's come in a pack of 60 towels or DSSI) .33 

1 bar soap (Dial soap at Sam's or any dollar store or DSSI) .40 

1 Tooth brush (DSSI) .28 

1 comb (any Dollar store or DSSI) .10 

total 1.26 

Pen & Note Paper Set (print pdfs and cut into quarter sheets)  

 
 


